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CONFIDENTIALITY
Information contained in this manual has been supplied for maintenance purposes
only and may not be used for any other purpose. Information may not be divulged to a
third party without the express written permission of Pegasus Designs.
Ownership of the intellectual property of this system remains the sole property of
Pegasus Designs.
Drawings and other information have been loaned to the purchaser for the sole
purpose of maintaining the system and have not been sold by Pegasus Designs to
the purchaser or any other party.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The single chip Microprocessor Based Roll-Former Management and Cut-to-Length
System fitted to the Roll-Former was designed and manufactured by Pegasus
Designs.
This manual outlines the procedures for the installation, commissioning, operation
and maintenance of the CTL-501 system. It also provides an overview of the
functional capabilities of the Cut-to-Length system.
The controller employs a Stop-to-Operate or Flying Shear algorithm (as set by
<97> STOP TO CUT), which is capable of producing an extremely accurate Cut-toLength result.

2 CONVENTIONS
To help locate and identify information easily, this guide uses standard text formats.
The following typographical conventions are used.
Type style

Usage
Keys on 4x4 keypad

1234567890 Fn
 INSERT —/…
BUTTON

Pushbuttons

<0>,<1> or <2>

Expresses the function chosen by pressing Fn
followed by the indicated numeric key.

<30>,<31>...<98>,<99>

Expresses the function chosen by pressing Fn
followed by the first indicated numeric key and then
the second indicated numeric key.

3

SYSTEM HARDWARE

The CTL-501 controller hardware has the following features:
 A high intensity, single line, sixteen character Vacuum Tube Display and Keypad.
 All inputs and outputs are electrically isolated (using opto-couplers) from the
microprocessor.
 Connection of all inputs and outputs is made via termination plugs which reduces
the repair time should the system require replacement.
 LED (light emitting diode) indicators are provided on all inputs and outputs.
 LED indicators are provided for the 24V and 5V power rails and 3V.
 LED indication is provided for each channel from the rotary encoder. These LED’s
may be seen to turn on and off if the encoder is turned very slowly.
 An analogue voltage signal to vary the speed of the motor is derived from the CTL501 under microprocessor control. The intensity of the LED’s (forward and
reverse) indicates the magnitude of the analogue output voltage.
Circuit diagrams for the system are included as attachments to this document.
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4 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
LED indication is provided on all interposing relays for inputs, outputs and from each
channel of the shaft encoder. These LED's are useful in correctly diagnosing any
faults in the system.
The unique features of the software and hardware combine to provide a reliable,
accurate and user friendly system.
Other information included in this manual: CTL501 - ED01 - INTERFACE DIAGRAM.
 CTL501 - ED02 - MACHINE INTERFACE DIAGRAM.
 CTL501 - ED03 - ROLL-FORMER DRIVE INTERFACE EXAMPLE.
 CTL501 - ED05 - TERMINAL CONFIGURATION DIAGRAM.
 CTL501 - MD01 - FRONT PANEL.
 CTL501 - MD05 - SUGGESTED CONTROL PANEL LAYOUT.
 CTL501 - MD07 - SUGGESTED MOUNTING ON 75 x75 RHS STAND.
The system relies on the use of “function” codes for all the necessary internal
management such as entering data, accessing parameters and diagnostics. Pressing
the Fn key followed by the desired function number accesses these functions.

5 GETTING STARTED
On applying power to the CTL-501:





the display scrolls the message PEGASUS DESIGNS CTL501
the cutting list is empty
the self-learning pre-warns are initialised
and the controller is ready to operate.

A view of the cutting list will normally be selected at this time by pressing <Fn 0>.
Alternatively, other functions may be accessed by pressing Fn followed by the
appropriate numeric values.
Refer: FUNCTION SUMMARY
 PARAMETER SUMMARY
5.1 THE CUTTING LIST
Definition:
For the machine to run automatically, it needs details of the pieces to be made.
This is called the cutting list.
The cutting list is made up of batches. Each batch gives a description of a
piece and the quantity of pieces of this type to be made.
Selecting the cutting list:
It is possible to begin looking at the cutting list from two starting positions:
 First batch in the cutting list - press Fn, followed by 0
 Last batch in the cutting list - press Fn, followed by 1
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Format of a batch from the cutting list:
12345>100 12500
Length in mm at which the pieces are to be cut
(1-99999)
Quantity required to be made (1- 999)
Batch number that is currently being edited
Features:
 The cutting list is made up of a maximum of 999 batches.
 One batch can be displayed at a time.
 The maximum quantity in a single batch is 999.
 The maximum length that can be made is 99999 mm.
 Use  to view the previous entry.
 Use  to view the next entry.
5.2 EDITING THE CUTTING LIST
What can I edit?
 Any numeric value from any a batch in the cutting list can be edited if it is
flashing.
 If the machine is running automatically, the batch that is being run cannot be
edited. When the machine is stopped, it is possible to edit only the quantity
to be made for the batch which has started.
How do I change a flashing number?
 There is no delete key.
 When a numeric key is pressed on the keyboard, the displayed number is
shifted by one character to the left. The new digit is added to the right-hand
end of the flashing number.
 When the maximum value for quantity (999) or length (99999) is exceeded,
the digit at the left end of the number will disappear. Hence, if a mistake is
made during data entry, press 0 several times to clear the old value and
then re-enter the number.
How do I change between editing quantity and length values?
Press  (The number which is flashing is the one which can be edited.)
Other features:
 The machine has the option to make product batch after batch without
stopping. It may be necessary to stop after a particular batch is run. eg. after
the last batch of a customer’s order. For this purpose a “Stop after Batch”
marker exists. To switch the marker, hold  down for approximately one
second while that batch is being displayed. If the marker is on, production
will stop at the end of the batch that is currently displayed and the symbol “_”
will appear as shown in the example below:
12345>100_11000
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 A new batch can be inserted between two existing batches. Move to
whichever of the two batches appears earlier in the cutting list. Press
INSERT. The newly created empty batch can now be edited.
 When a batch is edited, the edit is not considered to be completed until ,
, Fn or INSERT is pressed.
 Once the first piece of a batch has been produced, the length for that batch
can no longer be changed. Only the quantity can be changed. If there was
an error in the length, edit the quantity to zero and for insert a new batch
with the correct values after the current one.
 To add a new batch to the end of the cutting list, press Fn, followed by 1,
followed by .
 New batches can be added at any time.
 The machine will stop if production is about to start on a batch that is being
edited.
5.3 RUN JOB
Ensure that the “GUARDS OK” light is on. Then reset the emergency stop
circuit by pressing RESET. Start the hydraulic power pack.
If there is unfinished work in the editor, pressing START will cause the controller to
attempt to run this work subject to electrical interlocks.
MANUAL CUT, JOG FORWARD and JOG REVERSE are active at all times
subject to electrical interlocks.
If the cutting list contains unfinished batches, pressing the remote start button will
cause the controller to run the next unfinished batch in the cutting list provided the
drive fault input is NOT active.
The controller will continue to run the batch until the batch is complete, or the STOP
button is pressed.
If desired, the controller can be made to run batches continuously. This is achieved
by holding RUN down for at least two seconds. * will appear on the far right end of the
display whenever this mode is selected.
Note: MANUAL CUT will operate the shear and must be used when the machine is
first powered up and when a new coil is loaded. This action provides the CTL-501
with the necessary information regarding the location of the leading edge of the strip.
The count will zero even if there is a negative number in the position register. It is
essential that material be up to or through the shear to avoid length errors due to the
manual cut.
While product is being made, editing may be continued on batches not being run.
New batches may be entered and any of the other functions may be used without
upsetting the operation of the controller. Parameters can be changed while the
controller is running as described in the “CHANGE PARAMETERS” section. If
parameters are changed while the machine is running, care should be taken to
ensure that the new values do not adversely effect the operation of the controller. A
new parameter will not be recognised by the controller until  or  is pressed after
entering a new parameter value.
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To return to the run screen which shows the quantity and length information of the
current batch press Fn and then 0.

6 AVAILABLE FUNCTIONS
6.1

ERROR MESSAGES

The fault log <30> displays the error that caused a stop in production.
The error is cleared when the machine is restarted.
If multiple errors occur, only the first error is remembered.
The End/Fault output will be on whenever the fault log contains a fault message.
Possible fault conditions:
 <30> NO FAULTS
No faults have occurred yet, or the CTL-501 has been restarted since the last
fault.
 <30> DRIVE FAULT
The drive fault input indicated that the drive fitted to the roll former has a
problem. This fault will be generated instantly if the “Drive Fault” input on the
CTL-501 Controller goes high (i.e., sees +24V DC). This fault message
indicates that there is an EXTERNAL fault somewhere in the system. It is NOT
a fault within the CTL-501 controller. Activating this input will cause the
controller to stop immediately. This input is therefore sometimes used as an
interlock, so is important to look at the electrical circuit to determine what is
attached to the input.
 <30> DRIVE STALL
The controller has not detected movement from the encoder as the drive has
been told to move by the controller. Refer to 6.5.4.
 <30> SHEAR NOT UP
The machine was ordered to run while the shear was not in the up position.
 <30> CUT DN FAIL
The shear did not go down within the time limit or the shear input did not
indicate that the shear went down.
 <30> CUT UP FAIL
The shear did not come back up within the time limit or the shear input did not
indicate that the shear came back up.
 <30> PUNCH NOT UP
The machine was ordered to run while a punch was not in the up position.
 <30> TOO FAR BACK
This can occur when the material has to move backwards to the next position.
If the size of the move exceeds MAX REVERSE IN MM <75>, this fault will
result and no move will occur.
6.2 CURRENT POSITION
The current position can be shown in two different formats:
 in counts in <31>
 or in mm in <32>
eg.
<31> COUNTS=
1234
or
<32> MM= 123.4
Turning the rotary encoder or performing a cut will change the current position.
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6.3

CALIBRATION AND DISPLAYING LAST CUT LENGTH

On selecting <34>, the previous cut length in mm will be shown.
eg. <34> LAST CUT=
1999.3
The value is then updated each time a cut occurs.
Additionally, the encoder can be recalibrated in the following manner:
1. Select <34>
2. Measure the last piece with a tape.
3. Use the numeric keys to enter the length measured with the tape. If the currently
entered value is 0, the length that the computer measured will be shown, otherwise
the entered value will be shown. eg.
 The entered value is 0. The display shows:<34> LASTCUT= 1999.3
 Press 2 Entered value = 2:
<34> LAST CUT= 0.2
 Press 0 Entered value = 20:
<34> LAST CUT= 2.0
 Press 0 Entered value = 200:
<34> LAST CUT=20.0
 Press 0 Entered value = 2000:
<34> LAST CUT= 200.0
 Press 3 Entered value = 20003:
<34> LAST CUT= 2000.3
4. Press  or  when the correct measured length is entered. The display will
change to
RECALIBRATE? 0 = N
...No
RECALIBRATE? 1 = Y
...Yes
5. The calibration will take place automatically if 1 is pressed so long as the length
that is entered is in the range of +/-10%. Otherwise a warning is issued before
returning to step 1.
6.4 CALIBRATION RECOVERY TECHNIQUE
If the calibration is carried AFTER a manual cut is done but with no material past the
shear, the system will not function properly. The controller will cause the shear to
operate repeatedly while the sheet remains in the same place. If this dose occur, a
special recovery technique must be used to overcome this situation as outlined below.
There is another way to identify this problem. Perform a manual cut and then jog
about a metre of material through the machine. If the counts change <Fn31> to a
number like 9,950, but the length in mm <Fn 32> stays very low, say 0-4, then the
system calibration has been carried out incorrectly by entering a length with zero
counts on the counter.
Should the circumstances arise as described above the following procedure will rectify
the situation.
1. Turn the power to the controller OFF.
2. Wait 10 seconds and turn the power back ON.
3. IMMEDIATLEY the screen shows Fn, press 34.(This will put the system into
the calibration mode.)
4. The screen will show -----------5. Form the keypad, enter 10000.0
6. Press the UP arrow.
7. The controller screen will show “Recalibrate? 1=Yes 0=No
8. Enter 1
9. Press the Up arrow key and the recovery is done.
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It will now be necessary to recalibrate the machine as normal. Start with a couple of
short lengths then move onto the longer lengths to minimise wastage of material.
6.5

JOGGING AND AUTOMATIC RUN STATUS

This status can be viewed using <37>.
While the drive is running automatically, the status is:
<37> AUTO RUNNING
Otherwise the jogging status takes one of the following forms:
<37>
JOG=OFF
<37>
JOG=FWD
<37>
JOG=REV
6.6

MOTOR STATUS AND DIAGNOSTIC

<38> shows the current motor direction status: FORWARD, REVERSE or OFF.
If the machine is not currently under automatic control or being manually jogged, it is
possible to operate the motor from this function.
Note: This diagnostic gives complete control to the operator. It allows full control of
the motor regardless of interlocks or any other concerns. Hence care should be taken
to avoid injury or damage.
The following keys provide control in this diagnostic.
 0 = STOP
 7 = FORWARD
 9 = REVERSE
However only those keys displayed are available.
If the motor is not enabled for any movement, the following messages appear on the
display:
<38>
DIRN=STP
7=FWD DIRN=STP
9=REV
DIRN=STP
If the motor is enabled for forward movement, the following messages appear on the
display and the forward relay will energise.
<38>
DIRN=FWD
0=STP
DIRN=FWD
If the motor is enabled for reverse movement, the following messages appear on the
display and the reverse relay will energise.
<38>
DIRN=REV
0=STP
DIRN=REV ( Press O to stop)
If the controller is setup in bipolar mode +/- 10V, the enable relay will energise. When
“7” or “9” is pressed the Analogue Voltage will switch “+” (positive) or “-“(negative).
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6.7

PARAMETERS

6.7.1 CHANGING PARAMETERS
Parameters may be changed ONLY when <49> EDIT OFF is set to ON.
To do this, select <49> and enter the code 123456.
The screen will then show: <49> EDIT ON.
The following procedure applies to the changing of parameters:
 Select <49>
 enter the code 123456 to allow editing
 and select the parameter to be changed. eg <52>
Pressing 0 several times will clear a value and allow the new value to be entered. The
CTL-501 will only accept values that are within range and rejects non-compliant
values. The acceptable range for each parameter is shown in PARAMETER
SUMMARY.
Ensure that the correct parameter is changed.
The expression “ms” in the parameter screen means that the units for that parameter
are milliseconds.
6.7.2 SPEED LIMIT 0-100: Fn<81>
This function will reduce the top speed of the machine if needed without effecting
creep speed, jog speed or deceleration ramp. It serves as a maximum speed only.
Setting this parameter at 0 or 100 will allow maximum speed to be achieved. A value
of 50 will provide a maximum line speed of about 50%.
6.7.3 STOP DETECTION PARAMETERS
When the drive is commanded to stop, a determination of when the drive has stopped
must be made. The test is whether a movement of fewer than two counts is observed
for the period of time set by MS STOP TIME <69>. Only a period of MS STOP FAIL
TIME <78> is allowed to find a stop before a failure occurs and the following
message will be stored in the fault log <30> DID NOT STOP.
If this error message occurs check the movement of the drive when it is commanded
to stop. If movement continues for too long, increase <78>, or decrease <69>, or
adjust both.
6.7.4 MOVEMENT DETECTION PARAMETERS
As the machine runs, the rotary encoder that runs on the sheet is monitored for
correct operation. If motion is not detected, the machine will stop automatically when
MS STALL TIME <77> is exceeded. Clearly, if the product is moving, the correct
length cannot be determined. Further there is a danger that the product will continue
past the end of the run-out table. There is absolutely no point in allowing the machine
to continue moving forward.
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The problem may be:
 a broken wire in the cable to the encoder or plugs
 severe slippage of the wheel on the sheet due to the pressure spring being
incorrectly adjusted
 a fault in the roll former drive system.
 the CREEP SPEED <61> is set too low. It may be necessary to increase <61> or
<77> until the drive will creep correctly to position.
This problem is identified in the fault log <30> thus: <30> DRIVE STALL
Note that even if the product DOES move, as far the controller is concerned, if
there no counts (encoder pulses) being received, the product is NOT moving
and is therefore STALLED. Find out WHY, by conducting more tests using the
available diagnostics.
6.7.5 BULK MODE PARAMETER
The BULK MODE parameter <94> provides an alternative way of producing product.
If this parameter is changed, it is necessary to turn the CTL-501 off and then on again
in order for the parameter to take effect.
If the value is set to 0, the cut list contains multiple entries and operates as described
throughout this manual.
If the value is set to 1, the cutting list contains only 1 entry.
This entry
 allows the same length to be made continuously
 can be found at <0> and <1>
 has the initial format: QTY 0
0MM
 allows only the length to be changed to a maximum of 99999mm (can only put
9999mm in bulk mode)
 shows the quantity that has been made rather that the quantity to be made. So
every time a piece is made, this value increments.
 resets the quantity to zero whenever the length is changed
 To set a maximum QTY limit enter the required length, press <–> button and enter
the QTY. The machine will stop after it produces this many pieces. Min 0 (not
used) ; Max: 99,999.
 Leave this value at zero and the controller will ignore this feature.
6.7.6 SLUG WIDTH PARAMETER
The SLUG WIDTH IN MM parameter <53> allows for the width of the slug that is
produced when a cut occurs.
Note that a trailing decimal is required. (E.G. 6.0 for a six millimetre slug width)
Obviously, the value should be set to 0.0 if no slug is produced.
It is essential that this parameter is set correctly. Major length variations and
calibration problems will arise as a direct consequence of an incorrect setting of this
parameter.
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Note that the controller will show a negative number equal to the slug width parameter
setting following a cut. This will be observed in <32>.
6.7.7 HUNT DIRECTION PARAMETER
This parameter is only for stop-to-cut machines.
A machine that is properly set up will rarely need to reposition itself. When it does
hunt, it needs to know whether it can hunt for the correct position from either direction
or only in the forward direction again. Hunting in only the forward direction is easier to
set up. Bi-directional hunting may be worth trying to see if it produces better results.
This will depend on the machine being controlled. The FWD HUNT ONLY parameter
<96> is initially set to 1, allowing hunting only in the forward direction.
6.7.8 PRE-NOTCH PUNCH PARAMETER <91>
This parameter <91> is used when a 2 stage cut-off operation is required. When <91>
is set to 1, Punch 1 (P1) is automatically set as the pre-notch punch. The CTL-501
then automatically calculates when it has to fire P1 without the need of entering the
information into the job list. The position of the “pre-notch” punch must be correctly
entered as “P1 to Shear”, Parameter <54>.
6.7.9 DEFAULT PARAMETERS
FACTORY DEFAULTS <99> is a special parameter and is usually used only at
commissioning or if a major problems occur.
Do not change <99> unless it is intended to change ALL parameters to the factory
default values. If this parameter is set to 1, all parameters (including the calibration
factor for the measuring system) are set to the factory default values. Fine tuning of
the calibration factor is then done automatically when the "Calibrate" feature in <34>
is used. The default (factory) settings are listed in the PARAMETER SUMMARY
section at the back of this manual.
Please note that the factory default values will prevent some machines from operating
correctly.
Use of this parameter and feature is STRONGLY discouraged.
6.7.10 P1 IS A TRIGGER
When set to 1, this parameter will cause the output for punch 1 to turn on prior to the
cut being carried out. The location of the trigger point (relative to the cut point) is set
by parameters <P54> (P1 to shear mm).
The most common use of this trigger is to operate an accelerator for a flying shear,
prior to the cut being made. This assists the flying shear in reading speed before the
guillotine blade contacts the strip.
6.8 DATA DOWNLOADING
The CTL-501 can be upgraded to provide serial communications capabilities. This
allows two way communications to occur between the CTL-501 and a host PC.
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Cutting lists can be passed to the controller and production information can be sent to
the host PC.
Contact PEGASUS DESIGNS for more information if this feature is required.
6.9 JOB HISTORY LOG/LIBRARIES
The controller can be set to run with job history logging or with libraries. This is done
with <93>. The available options are: 0=LOG 1=LIB 2=LIB+EDIT
To clear the library, initially turn EDIT ON <49>. Then press 563078 and a
countdown will begin. This will signify the library files are all being deleted and that
the “FAT” (File Allocation Table) is correctly being set-up.
6.9.1 LOG <93> = 0
In this mode the jobs entered and run by the controller will be logged and can later be
reviewed for the purpose of checking. In order to log jobs, the controller needs to be
fitted with additional memory. A maximum of seven memory chips can be used for
recording the history. Each device can store 10752 batches up to a maximum of
64512 if all memory devices are installed. The batches are recorded from entry 1 until
the maximum number of entries has been reached. The old data will then be
overwritten each time a new batch is run.
Select <2> to view the job history log. If there is no memory available for this
purpose, the message LOG UNAVAILABLE will appear. Otherwise, the current batch
number will appear. It is possible to view different logged batches by using  and 
as well as the numeric keys to select a specific batch.
Note that the current log/batch number will be shown on the left hand end of the
display when the controller is in the edit mode.
6.9.2 LIB <93> = 1
Not adding job one after another only replacing current job. In this mode, each
memory chip is used to store 512 library components up to a maximum of 3584. The
library is accessed by <2> at which point the screen displays: Q JOBS
0
This screen is used primarily for loading a library component into the cutting list. This
is done by using  and  as well as the numeric keys to select a specific batch and
then pressing the  key to display the selected library job. When a library job is
displayed it can be viewed by using the  and  and can be inserted into the cutting
list by pressing INSERT at which point the screen will return to the: Q JOBS 0
display.
This mode is intended for use with a data downloading system as library components
cannot be edited or deleted from the controller.
6.9.3 LIB+EDIT <93> = 2
Cant select number 2. Check storing numbers. In this mode the library works exactly
the same as the previous mode except that it allows full editing of library components
from the keypad. WARNING: Once a Library job is removed or overwritten it cannot
be recovered. It can however be re-entered and then saved. The maximum number
of library components in this mode is 1194.
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A job has to first be entered into the cutting list before it can be saved as a library
component. The maximum size of a library component is 63 operations. A batch of 1
or more pieces at any length is defined as 1 operation. A batch of 1 or more pieces
with 8 punch operations is defined as 9 operations. Therefore a library component
can consist of 63 batches of various lengths or of 1 batch with 62 punch operations or
a combination of these. If a job greater than 63 total operations is saved to library the
excess operations will be lost. After a job has been entered into the cutting list, press
<43>. This screen displays the message: Save As 0. Enter the library number to
which the data is to be saved, with the numeric keypad and press the  key to save
the job that is currently in the cut-list. If the library job number already has data in it
then it will be overwritten.
The cut-list will then be empty and the library job can be viewed with <2>.
It is very important to keep an updated handwritten record when a library job is
changed or a job has been added to the library as this is the fastest way to locate a
job in the library.
To append to a current library job first load the job into the cut-list by following the
procedure in section 6.8.3. Make changes or add another batch to the cut-list and
then use <43> to resave the updated job to the desired library number.
To delete a library job, with the cut-list empty go to <43> and save the empty cut-list
to the library job number.
A convenient method to clear a cut list at any time is to store the cut list in an unused
memory location. For example select library number 100 if it is not used for normal
storage of library components. The selected location can be used for this purpose.

7 CUT-TO-LENGTH CONTROL PHILOSOPHY
The speed of the drive is determined (automatically) by distance to the next operation.
The relationship between distance and speed can be set to give maximum throughput
at the desired accuracy. After each cut, the stopping or cutting distance is recalculated and the pre-warn distance is adjusted to give a better result on the next
cut.
A diagram of this operation for a stop-to-cut system is shown in Figure 7-1.
A diagram of this operation for a slow-to-cut system is shown in Figure 7-2.
The CTL-501 determines the target length to be cut by adding MM TO ADJUST
LENGTH <52> to the requested length.
LENGTH TOLERANCE IN MM <50> is the variation from target length which will be
accepted. The CTL-501 (in Stop-to-Cut mode only) will cause the drive to "hunt" for
position until the length is within tolerance. In the Slow-to-Cut mode the machine will
stop the drive if the sheet length is outside of tolerance.
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<50> (Tolerance) and <52> (mm to Adjust Length) can be changed at any time to
achieve the desired company standards. These parameters can be adjusted in
0.1mm increments.
The drive will accelerate to the maximum possible speed for the length to be made
and will follow the DECEL RAMP IN MM <60> down to the CREEP SPEED 0-100
<61>. This speed is maintained for the CREEP DISTANCE IN MM <62>.
At the pre-warn distance from the target position:
 the drive is turned off in cut with drive on mode when <95> = 0
 the analogue control speed is set to 0 in Stop-to-Cut mode when <95> = 1 (Drive
remains Enabled).
 or the shear fired in Slow-to-Cut mode.
The distance the material travels after the drive is turned off or the shear is fired is
known as the pre-warn distance.
The initial value for this pre-warn distance is PRE-WARN COUNTS <79>. This value
is used at power-up. An updated pre-warn value, is re-calculated after each cut in an
endeavour to produce the perfect length. The controller stores the values for the
forward and reverse pre-warns and these values can be viewed at <36>.
If the material is to be reversed under automatic control, MAX REVERSE IN MM
<75> will be checked to verify that the movement is permitted.
If not, the fault log <30> will show:

<30> TOO FAR BACK
This will alternate with an indication of how far beyond the limit the attempted move
was. eg.

<30> BY 3000.0
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Requested Length + <52>
<60>

<62>

<81>

Output
Control
Speed

Prewarn
<50>
<61>

0
Position
In Tolerance
<50> LENGTH TOLERANCE IN MM
<52> MM TO ADJUST LENGTH
<60> DECEL RAMP IN MM
<61> CREEP SPEED 0-100
<62> CREEP DISTANCE IN MM
<81> SPEED LIMIT
Figure 7-1 Stop-to-Cut Output Control Speed v. Position

This feature is designed to avoid product damage. The machine can be reversed by
using the manual JOG REVERSE key at the discretion of the operator.
Using the MANUAL CUT button will also clear this problem by:
 Cutting off any material projecting past the shear, and
 Re-setting the length counter to zero (or – slug width)

7.1

STOP-TO-CUT - THEORY OF OPERATION

Some machines will roll back after the drive is disabled in Stop-to-Cut mode. Under
these circumstances particularly if the CREEP SPEED 0-100 <61> is very slow the
pre-warn value will be required to become negative. A coil that is out of balance and
“pulls back” on the strip can also cause this.
Coils that are badly out of balance can also cause excessive hunting.
The reason for this is that the coil over runs and provides free material when the outof-balance is on the side nearer the machine and pulls the feed tight when it is the
other side thereby changing the stopping distance. Provided that the controller does
not require to hunt very often this is not of concern.
If the machine hunts excessively after power up it is advisable to change PRE-WARN
COUNTS <79> to a more appropriate value. Once hunting has settled down, set
<79> to the current learnt value LEARNF found at <36>.
After each cut the actual length of each piece as it is cut can be displayed on the
screen as LAST CUT <34>.
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If the drive has not stopped (in Stop-to-Cut mode) within tolerance the controller will
move away from the present position by MIN MOVEMENT IN MM <63>. Usually a
distance of between 5 and 25mm is satisfactory. If the value is too low, the drive
speed may be erratic when the retry is made leading to yet another back off. If the
value is too large, valuable time will be lost and marking of the product may occur.
The value may need to be adjusted occasionally if retries are not successful.

<63> must be significantly less than the minimum length to be made otherwise the
material will reverse every time a piece is to be made.
7.2

HUNTING

Hunting for a position within the tolerance band is a vital part of the control system
offered. (Most systems do not have this feature.) Systems which do not have a
“hunting” component in the control algorithm cannot carry out proper tolerance control
and therefore are rather unsophisticated in operation. The CTL-501 can also be setup to be just as crude. Simply increase the tolerance in parameters <50> and <51>.
If a system is seen to be hunting and not achieving a position which is within
tolerance, understand that this occurrence IS NOT BECAUSE THE CONTROOLER
is LOST. The exact opposite is true. It is hunting BECAUSE it knows exactly where it
is, and that the position when stopped is outside the tolerance range.
It may be necessary to adjust some parameters to avoid, eliminate or minimise the
hunting, but be assured the controller is NOT lost.
7.3

FLYING SHEAR - THEORY OF OPERATION

The CTL-501 can be configured to control a Flying Shear and uses the following
techniques.
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Requested Length + <52>
<60>

<62>

<81>

Pass!
Prewarn

Output
Control
Speed

<50>
<61>

0
Position

Fail!

Fire Shear
In Tolerance
<50> LENGTH TOLERANCE IN MM
<52> MM TO ADJUST LENGTH
<60> DECEL RAMP IN MM
<61> CREEP SPEED 0-100
<62> CREEP DISTANCE IN MM
<81> SPEED LIMIT

Figure 7-2 Flying Shear Output Control Speed v. Position

A Slow-to-Cut algorithm is used and recommended. However, the flying shear control
will operate on a constant speed system. Cutting accuracy of a constant speed
system is inferior to that achieved by a slow-to-cut system.
The CTL-501 outputs a command speed voltage to vary the main drive speed based
on the MAX SPEED (SPEED limit 0-100) Parameter <81>, DECEL RAMP IN MM
<60> and the CREEP SPEED 0-100 <61>.
Note: The CTL-501 is capable of producing very rapid changes in the command
speed voltage. During commissioning ensure that these parameters are compatible
with the drive configuration and capability to decelerate the roll-former as
commanded. It will be necessary to adjust parameters on both the drive and the CTL501 to achieve compatible, optimum performance of the system.
As the cut point is approached the speed command voltage is reduced from Max.
Speed to CREEP SPEED 0-100 <61> (which is the cutting speed). This speed
command voltage remains constant until after the cut for the time of MS CUT UP
<71>. At that time, the speed command voltage will be increased to Max Speed or
will drop to 0.
Setting of the CREEP DISTANCE IN MM <62> is critical to the stable operation of
the system. The drive must achieve a constant speed before the cut is made or length
variations will occur. The CTL-501 fires the shear at the pre-warn distance before the
position of the cut in order to achieve the correct length. The speed at that time is
recorded for diagnostic purposes. It can be viewed at <35>.
The length error which is typically produced in flying shear systems following a
Standing (or Manual) Cut can be eliminated by correctly setting <79> PREWARN
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COUNTS to a value to correct the error for the particular machine. The position
display (<31> and <32>) will show this value after a manual cut. {This is CORRECT}
During the cutting cycle the time taken for the Shear Up limit switch input to be broken
is measured. This diagnostic data is available for display at <35>. The length of the
sheet is also measured. The pre-warn distance is fine tuned after each cut allowing
for more accurate length control.

8 HARDWARE TESTING
This section describes both hardware and software diagnostics.
Some diagnostics are automatic and others require operator or maintenance
personnel intervention, observation and analysis.
Note: In this mode NO software interlocks are active. Care must be exercised if
outputs are forced to operate under keypad control to ensure that personnel safety is
not jeopardised and no damage to the equipment occurs.
Inputs and outputs are fitted with LED status indicators. The positions of these are
shown on the drawing and are printed on the circuit board for easy reference.
Inputs and outputs are equipped with LED indication. By observing the relevant LED,
inputs and outputs may be checked in terms of the operation at the board level. This
feature is particularly useful in testing the integrity of field wiring and field devices
such as limit switches, relays and solenoid valves.
8.1

POWER AVAILABILITY

An external +24VDC supply is required. If +24VDC is available, the red 24 LED will be
lit.
The +5VDC supply is produced from the +24VDC supply. If the +5VDC is available,
the red 5 LED will be lit.
The +3VDC supply is produced from the +5VDC supply. If the +3VDC is available the
red 3 LED will be lit. All 24, 5, 3 red LED’s should be lit.
8.2

INPUT FUNCTIONS

Input Bit 2 - Drive Fault
 Optional
 Detects fault in the variable speed drive. (Can also be used for other
purposes eg. faults from other motors, guards interlock, high loop from the
uncoiler or immediate STOP mode. As the error message will always be
“Drive Fault”, regardless of what is connected to this input, the operators
need to be advised if the input is used for any special purpose.)
 When activated i.e, +24V is applied to the input. CTL-501 stops machine
immediately and fault log <30> displays:
<30> DRIVE FAULT
Input Bit 3 - Remote Stop
 When activated, the controller will stop AFTER the piece being made at the
time is CUT OFF. The controller will NOT stop immediately. (Use input Bit 0
for immediate stopping of the machine).
 As many switches as desired can be wired in parallel to this input.
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Input Bit 4 - Remote Start
 When activated, product is run from the cutting list subject to electrical
interlocks. The fault log <30> is cleared. The batch is run until the remote
stop button is pressed or a fault occurs.
 If this input is held on for two seconds or longer the CTL-501 will NOT STOP
after each batch (as it normally does) but will continue running until a “Stop
after Batch“ marker is reached in the cutting list.
Input Bit 5 - Shear is Up
 Mandatory input.
 Must be configured to be active when the shear is up and inactive when
the shear is not in the fully up position (preferably whenever the shear would
obstruct movement of the product).
 Status of this input can be seen at <40>. UP will appear when the input is
on and DN will appear when the input is off.
 If the input is not on, the machine is not allowed to run and the error
message SHEAR NOT UP will be stored in the fault log <30> if the “Start”
button is pressed.
 This input is scanned during an automatic cutting operation to ensure the
operation occurs correctly. The input must go “OFF” during the cut cycle and
turn “ON” again to confirm that the cut off device has functioned correctly. If
the sequence does not occur correctly, CUT DN FAIL or CUT UP FAIL
messages will be stored in the fault log <30>.
 MS CUT DOWN <70> and MS CUT UP <71> and <74> (ms Cut Punch
Timeout) must be correctly set.
Note that in some circumstances the input can be “faked”. This is done to
avoid the need to install a switch on the shear to properly detct the
movement of the shear. This is achieved by wiring a set of contacts of the
“Cut” relay to this input to provide the correct action of the input. The input
requires 24V DC to be supplied through a set of normally closed contacts on
the cut relay to “trick” the system. This is convenient at times however the
risk is that the shear will not cut the piece due to say a failure of the
hydraulics. The controller will hover to continue to operate without detecting
this fault.
Input Bits 6-9,13,14 - P1 to P6 are UP
 These inputs are required if the machine has punches.
 The number of punches is set by NUMBER OF PUNCHES <76>.
 A cut to length system has 0 punches.
 The operation of these inputs is the same as for the shear and the status
may be viewed at <41>. Press the desired number of the punch to be
viewed if more than one punch is installed. The same comment applies to
tricking the punches as applies to the shear.
Input Bit 10 - Manual Cut Request.
 Mandatory input.
 Connect to the MANUAL CUT button.
 Resets the length counter to 0.0mm.
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 The CTL-501 assumes that material is cut off when this operation is
performed. If material is not present for the manual cut operation, the next
piece will be made to the wrong length.
Input Bit 11 and 12 - Jog Rev Request and Jog Fwd
 These inputs are connected to JOG FORWARD and JOG REVERSE.
 Cause jogging to occur according to parameters <64> to <68>.
 The jog status is viewed at <37>.
8.3 OUTPUT FUNCTIONS
Ten outputs control the system. They are operated by the software as described
below.
Output Bit 1 - Drive Forward / Run
 If the system is operating in UNIPOLAR mode (<98> set to 0) this output
remains enabled whenever the drive is to move forward.
 If the system is operating in BIPOLAR mode (<98> set to 1) this output
remains enabled whenever the drive is to run (in the forward or reverse
direction).
 If CUT WITH DRIVE ON <95> is set to 1, then this output will not be forced
off after positioning occurs. Instead it will remain on for the duration of the
cut cycle.
 The diagnostics for operating this output bit are described in MOTOR
STATUS AND DIAGNOSTIC
Output Bit 2 - Drive Reverse
 This output is used only if the system is operating in UNIPOLAR mode
(<98> set to 0).
 This output is remains enabled whenever the drive is to move in the reverse
direction.
 The diagnostics for operating this output bit are described in MOTOR
STATUS AND DIAGNOSTIC
Output Bit 3 - Shear
 The controller activates this output for the time set by MS CUT DOWN
<70> whenever the controller makes a cut.
 By using <40> this output may be turned on by pressing 7 or off by
pressing 9. The status of the “Shear is up” input (Bit 3) is displayed on the
right hand side of the display as UP or DN (Down). This input must turn
OFF when the shear is ON and leaves the home position, and turn ON when
the shear returns home.
Output Bit 4 - End/Fault
 The output is active (steady) when the controller has completed making a
batch
 The output flashes if an error has occurred or when it is time to cut the coil
(near the end of the cutting list). The relay contacts may in turn be wired to a
light to alert the operator. (A message relating to the fault will also appear on
the Fault log <30>.
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Output Bits 5 – 10 - Punches 1 - 6 (P1 – P6)
These outputs are viewed and controlled in the same way as the shear by
using <41>. Press the appropriate numeric key to control a particular punch
number (1 – 6).
8.4

ANALOGUE VOLTAGE TEST

The control speed can be observed at <39> at any time.
In addition, the value of the control speed at <39> can be adjusted from the keypad
when automatic control and jogging are both off.
The output control speed range is 0 to 100.
Factory settings (which are used by the majority of drive controllers):
 In uni-polar mode (<98> = 0), 0 to 100 produces a 0 to 10V control voltage.
 In bi-polar mode (<98> = 1), 0 to 100 produces a 0 to 10V control voltage to travel
forwards and 0 to -10V to travel in reverse.
Note: No adjustment to these factory settings is normally required during
commissioning.
The voltage level of the analogue output is indicated by the intensity of the two LED’s
marked “FOR” and “REV” on the CTL-501. In uni-polar mode, the “FOR” LED is used
for both forward and reverse speed control.
The mode for the analogue (Bi-polar or Uni-polar), must match what the system
requires. In particular, the drive configuration and the analogue mode must align.
The analogue voltage output from the CTL-501 can be tested as follows:
1. Disconnect or disable the drive or ensure that there is no material in the machine.
2. Using <39>, set the speed value to 100.
3. Using <38>, set the motor direction to forward (FWD).
4. Using a voltmeter, measure the speed control voltage that is sent to the drive
controller. The reading should read 10V.
5. Repeat steps 2-4 with speed values of 25, 50, 75. Voltage should measure 2.5V,
5V, 7.5V respectively.

9 INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
9.1 LOCATION
Select the location for the CTL-501 to suit the operational requirements carefully. The
drawings show a recommended height and angle for the CTL-501. Consider the cable
route to provide appropriate protection against mechanical damage. The effect of
background lighting should also be considered. Items such as skylights, ceiling and
crane lights can be detrimental to the readability of the Vacuum Tube display.
Excessive vibration is detrimental to the long-term serviceability of ALL electronic
equipment. Vibration acceleration levels in excess of 1.5G (15m/s2) should be
referred to our factory for advice on the most appropriate method of vibration
isolation.
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9.2 Encoder Cable
A high quality shielded cable MUST be used. It is recommended that a four-core
cable with 16/.2mm (0.5 mm2) conductors be used. Keep the cable clear of other
cables and use the shortest reasonable route. The maximum cable length advisable
without careful testing is ten metres.
9.3 Cable Size
The recommended size range of cables to the microprocessor and I/O system is
0.5mm2 - 0.75mm2.
9.4 Cable Colour
It is recommended that the DC zero volt lines (or DC ground) be run using 0.75mm2
cable with blue insulation and all other wiring in a different colour.
9.5 ELECTRICAL NOISE
Some variable speed drives, AC contactors and valves generate electrical noise
which is detrimental to the performance of the controller. The following measures will
assist in this area.
 Ensure that the analogue voltage (speed command) control wires are run in
a separate high quality shielded cable.
 Grounding of the shield of the analogue cable is NOT RECOMMENDED. If
problems occur with speed control, experiment with the grounding of the
shield to determine if any problems in this area can be minimise by the
treatment of the shield.
 Ensure that the motherboard system is connected to proper earth point in
the main electrical cubicle.
 Provide interposing relays on all inputs to the CTL-501 and route input wiring
clear of all AC cabling.
Electrical noise can cause problems to occur which appear to be controller faults.
These include incorrect keyboard response. Under some circumstances providing the
240VAC power from a point remote from the VF DRIVE may solve the problem.
Contact our factory if problems persist.
NOISE SUPPRESSION DIODES
All DC powered relay coils and valve solenoids must be fitted with noise suppression
diodes.
These diodes are to be located at the particular device, which is being suppressed. In
the case of valve solenoids the diodes must be located in the plug at each valve
solenoid. IN4007 Diodes are suitable for the purpose. Installing these fly-back
diodes on the terminal strip in the cubicle may be convenient, but will probably
not work.
These diodes play a vital role in the suppression of electrical noise, which in turn may
cause intermittent, random and otherwise unexplainable errors in length
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measurement, or "hanging" of the main programme. All Diodes should be checked
regularly or whenever otherwise unexplainable errors occur.
A visual check may reveal a loose termination or a physically destroyed device.
Otherwise a proper diode test using a good quality digital voltmeter may be
necessary. Any faulty device must be replaced immediately or spurious results will
persist. Carefully observe the polarity of the existing diode before replacing it with a
new one.
Note: If the new diode is installed the wrong way round it will be destroyed on
its first operation.
If a diode fails, check the polarity within the plug carefully to ensure that the original
diode was installed correctly.

10 COMMISSIONING
Remove all material from the machine prior to starting the commissioning process.
10.1 POWER SUPPLY
1. Do not turn the 24 volt DC power supply on yet!
2. Carefully check the wiring. Pay particular attention to the POLARITY of the 24volt
DC power supply to the CTL-501. If this is incorrect the system will be damaged
INSTANTLY when the power is turned on!!!
3. Check the impedance between the terminals of the 24volt DC power supply.
 It should be in excess of 1000 ohms.
 The impedance may rise from a low value as the capacitors in the power
supply are charged.
 Locate and correct any faults.
4. Connect a Voltmeter (set to measure DC Voltage) to the four-way power
connector and confirm the polarity and value of the supply voltage. Turn the
power OFF
5. The power supply plug may now be plugged into the controller and the power may
now be turned on for ONLY one second and the voltage and polarity re-confirmed.
6. If everything appears to be in order turn the power on and verify the voltage and
polarity again. These are critical tests. Do not proceed until these tests are
satisfied because permanent and irreparable damage will be done to the system.
7. When the power is turned on the CTL-501, the following message will scroll across
the display:
PEGASUS DESIGNS CTL-501
8. Check that ALL red LED’s on the CTL-501 board are lit. This will confirm that the
voltage supplies are correct, including the on-board +5V and +3V supply on the
board
10.2 AUXILIARY CIRCUITS
Check that the emergency stop, reset, guard and other ancillary circuits are
functioning properly. Correct all faults before proceeding. Monitor the DC voltage. It
must remain in the range 23.5 to 24.5 volts at all times.
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10.3 ENCODER CONNECTION
The CTL501 is configured for a quadrature rotary encoder with open collector outputs
that can be pulled to a 24VDC rail through pull-up resistors.
If the encoder runs from 24VDC, the plug connection is as shown in figure 10-1.
Channel A
Channel B
Encoder Cable

24V
0V

Figure 10-1 24VDC Encoder Connection

However, if the encoder that operates from some other voltage, the plug connection is
as shown in figure 10-2.
Channel A
Channel B
Encoder Cable

24V
0V

+
—
Power
Supply
Figure 10-2 Non-24VDC Encoder Connection

10.4 ENCODER TESTS
The rotary encoder should now be checked. After verifying the connection, there are
three tests to perform.
For proper measurement to occur all tests must be successful. Do not attempt to run
product otherwise. Incorrect lengths will be produced resulting in product wastage.
10.4.1 ENCODER LED TEST
1. Display the number of COUNTS using <31>.
2. Connect the encoder to the CTL-501.
3. Rotate the measuring wheel very slowly. If the rotation is too rapid, both green
LED’s will appear to be permanently on.
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4. Both Channel A and Channel B LED’s on the CTL-501 should be seen to turn on
and off sequentially. The number of counts displayed should vary by more than 1.
5. If this does not occur:
 Disconnect the encoder from the motion controller immediately.
 Verify the wiring.
 Check that +24VDC is available at the four-way encoder connector on the
CTL-501.
10.4.2 ENCODER DIRECTION TEST
1. Display the number of COUNTS using <31>. Note that negative numbers can be
displayed. Hence rotate the wheel until the displayed number of counts is positive.
This will avoid confusion during the test.
2. Turn the measuring wheel in the direction it moves when the material moves
forwards.
3. The number of counts showing on the display should increase (and remain
positive).
4. Turn the wheel in the other direction and the counts should decrease (continuing to
rotate the wheel in this direction should cause the number displayed to go
“negative”. A small (-) sign will appear to the left of the numbers displayed.
5. If the counting direction is wrong:
 Swap the Channel A and Channel B wires at the encoder plug on the CTL501.
 Repeat this test.
10.4.3 ENCODER DISPLACEMENT TEST
1. Make matching marks on the measuring wheel and a fixed point on the machine
(with a fine felt tipped pen for example). These marks must align very accurately.
2. Select <31>.
3. Write down the number of counts shown. (Note that the value may be a negative
number). If a Manual Cut is performed the count will be set to zero (or – slug
width).
4. Rotate the measuring wheel at approximately the maximum sheet running speed
for about 50 revolutions in the forward direction. In most systems this is equivalent
to about ten metres of length.
5. Align the match marks very accurately when the wheel is placed in contact with
the sheet.
6. Write down number of counts shown. The difference between the two positions
(remember to correctly account for any negative sign) should be an exact multiple
of encoder pulses per revolution (ppr) x 4. For a 500ppr encoder this is 2000, for a
600ppr encoder it is 2400 and so on. Therefore 48 turns of a 500ppr encoder
should show (48x500x4) = 96000 counts.
7. Now rotate the wheel in the reverse direction the same number of turns and the
number of counts should return precisely to the original number of counts. Note
that one count nominally represents a movement of 0.1mm at the outside diameter
of the wheel.
8. If this test is passed the encoder system operation is confirmed. There is only a
(fairly slim) chance that the operation of the encoder can be adversely effected by
vibrations when running or cutting is in progress.
9. If this test is not passed, do not attempt to make product. It will be a total waste of
time. Fix the encoder system before advancing to the next stage.
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10.5 INITIAL PARAMETER SETTING
Initial operating parameters for the machine should be set. For details on changing
parameters see the section “Changing Parameters”.
Each parameter except <99> must be checked and given an appropriate value. Work
progressively through the parameter summary list at the end of this manual. And
record each value as it is set.
10.6 INPUT/OUTPUT TESTING
Use the various functions to test the inputs and outputs. Details of these are
contained in previous sections of these manuals. The motor "Forward" and "Reverse"
outputs can be checked partially at this stage. The final motor test must wait until
some important parameters have been set.
10.7 TESTS WITHOUT MATERIAL
The machine can now be tested without material.
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO LOAD MATERIAL AT THIS STAGE
10.7.1 SHEAR IS UP LIMIT SWITCH SETTING
10.7.1.1 SHEAR UP LIMIT SWITCH - STOP TO CUT
The setting of the limit switch is not very critical for a stop to cut system. Shielded
cable is not required and interposing relays are preferred
There are two arrangements for wiring up the limit switch:
1. Using up and down limit switches.
Latched circuit using up and down limit switches. This involves more effort but has
benefit of reliable feedback and the ability to minimize the shear cycle time and
ensures that the shear has cycled completely.
 The schematic is shown in Figure 10.4.
 The up limit switch should close only when the shear is clear of the material.
 The down limit switch should operate only when the shear has fully cut the
material.
 This involves more effort but has benefit of reliable feedback and the ability
to minimize the shear cycle time.
 MS CUT DOWN <70> and MS CUT UP <71> can be set to 0 to minimize
the shear cycle time.
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+24V

ESR

Down

Up

0V
R
R

R
To Shear Up Input

Figure 10-3 Stop to Cut with up and down shear limit switches

2. Using an up limit switch only
 The schematic is shown in figure 10-4.
 The limit switch should operate only when the shear is clear of the material.
 The value of MS CUT DOWN <70> must be set to a value which is long
enough to ensure that a cut has been completed (and should never be 0).
 The value of MS CUT UP <71> should be set to value usually quite similar
to the cut down time.
+24V

Up

0V
R

R
To Shear Up Input

Figure 10-4 Stop to Cut with up limit switch only

10.7.1.2

SHEAR UP LIMIT SWITCH - FLYING SHEAR

The setting of this limit switch is critical to the correct operation of the Flying Shear
Control System. The switch must be adjusted to break when the shear is within
approximately one millimetre of making first contact with the product. Use <40> to
verify the operation of the Shear Up input. This bit must be ON when the shear is up
and turn off within the one millimetre zone described above.
Care taken in correctly setting the position of this switch will result in superior length
control.
Wire this switch directly to the CTL-501 input. DO NOT use an interposing relay for a
flying shear because the response of a relay is too slow for this application. Take care
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with the routing of the cable to avoid electrical noise. Use shielded cable for this
input.
10.7.2 TESTING SHEAR
Adjust MS CUT/PUNCH TIMEOUT <74> to ensure that the shear does not cycle too
slowly for the timeout value. The time out value needs to be significantly greater than
the cut times.
Press the MANUAL CUT button and verify operation of the shear.
Adjust MS CUT DOWN <70> and MS CUT UP <71> to suit. <70> holds the shear
on for a period after the CTL501 input indicates that the shear is down. <71>
provides a delay before the drive can change speed after the CTL501 input indicates
that the shear is up again.
Care must be taken to ensure that the hydraulic system, the controller and the
parameters are compatible. It is wise to use upper and lower limit switches to unload
the hydraulics at the top and bottom of the stroke. This will minimise the generation of
heat in the hydraulic system.
Note that the drive cannot be restarted in automatic mode until the shear has returned
to the upper position.

<70> can be set to a small value to provide a "pulse" to latch a hold in circuit if this
arrangement suits an existing system.
MANUAL
CUT
CUT
OUTPUT
< 70>

Delays

< 71>

LIMIT
SWITCH
Fail if > < 7 4 >
Message=
“CUT DN FAIL”

Fail if > < 7 4 >
Message=
“CUT UP FAIL”

Cut Cycle
Complete

< 7 0 > MS CUT DOWN
< 7 1 > MS CUT UP
< 7 4 > MS CUT/PUNCH TIMEOUT
Figure 10-5 Shear Timing

It is essential that the shear be operated only from the CTL-501’s Shear output. Any
existing cut buttons should be removed from the circuit or wired in parallel to the
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“REMOTE CUT” input. The CTL-501 then controls all cut operations and can keep an
accurate record of the product length. If a cut must be produced independently of the
CTL-501, errors can be avoided by pressing the MANUAL CUT button before
producing more product.
10.7.3 CONFIGURING THE DRIVE
Motor controllers require careful setting up as there are many options that are critical
to correct operation. Read the manufacturer’s manual carefully.
While drive controllers and their options vary, there are two drive controller settings
that must be set at this point:
1. Acceleration ramp should be set to 0.5 sec.
This controls how rapidly the drive can accelerate under automatic control or
in motor diagnostics. In these two instances, the CTL-501 increases the speed
in one step rather than producing a ramp of many small steps.
When the jog button is pressed, the CTL-501 increases the speed by means of
an adjustable ramp, set by the parameters explained in section 10.7.5. This
value can be adjusted at any stage to provide the desired acceleration rate.
Too short a time can produce drive tripping. Too long a time can slow
production.
2. Deceleration ramp should be temporarily set to 0.5 sec.
If the drive trips, it may be necessary to increase this time, it may be necessary
to increase the deceleration time.
10.7.4 CHECKING THAT THE DRIVE RUNS
NB: Do not attempt this test if material is loaded into the machine.
1. With the CTL-501 and the motor controller both energised and the ESR circuit
reset:
2. Using <39> set the motor speed to 100. This is the maximum value that the CTL501 can produce.
3. Using <38> set the motor to running forward by pressing 7. The display will show
DIRN=FWD and the motor should now be running forwards. If not,
 check the speed control voltage from the CTL-501 to the motor controller
 check the configuration of the motor controller
 check that the drive enable relays are turning on correctly
4. For safety reasons, test each ESR and any Process STOP buttons individually.
The drive should stop immediately. If not, check the ESR and process stop circuits
immediately before continuing.
5. With <38> and <39> set as in previous steps, adjust the current speed to the
maximum required motor speed for the machine using whatever parameters the
motor controller provides for this task. Note this can be adjusted later. If so, the
deceleration parameters and the jog parameters may need adjustment.
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6. Set <39> to 0 in order to select minimum speed. The motor should stop. But if the
motor still turns, find a parameter in the motor controller that will set the minimum
speed for the motor. Adjust the parameter to stop the motor turning.
7. The deceleration ramp should be permanently set to a low (less than 0.5
seconds) or minimum value.
In order to achieve proper control the following principle must be clearly
understood.
The motor controller is able to control the deceleration of the motor.
The CTL501 also controls the deceleration of the motor.
The CTL501 can only remain in full control of material positioning if the motor
controller settings produce a shorter deceleration distance than the CTL501
settings do.
If this relationship is not correct the motor will overshoot the creep point and
will not reach the correct creep speed at the time the drive is turned off. The
following example illustrates the principle. A machine with a peak speed of
40m/min will stop in about 350mm if the deceleration time for the drive is set to
one second. The deceleration distance for the controller will need to be set
significantly greater that this, eg. to say 500mm to avoid overshooting the
target position.
10.7.5 SETTING UP MANUAL JOG
Once the maximum motor speed has been set in the motor controller, manual jogging
can be set up and tested on the CTL-501 controller.
The JOG FORWARD and JOG REVERSE pushbuttons allow the machine to be
moved under manual control.
The sequence shown below and in the diagram show how the parameters affect the
jogging process when a jog button is pressed:
1. Jogging begins at the speed set by <65>.
2. This speed remains constant for the time set by <66>.
3. The speed is increased until it reaches JOG SPEED MAX <64>. The
acceleration time is set by <67>.
4. When the jog button is released. The speed is decreased until it reaches 0.
The deceleration time is set by <68>.
Jogging ramp rates:
 <67> and <68> set the acceleration and deceleration times for jogging.
 A value of 0 indicates that speed changes are instantaneous.
 Non-zero values indicate that speed changes involve a series of small steps.
The time in milliseconds between each step is set to the value of the
parameter. Multiplying this time by the ramp size in steps will give the total
time to complete the ramp.
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Jog Button Pressed

< 6 4 > JOG SPEED MAX
< 6 5 > JOG SPEED MIN
Speed
< 6 7 > JOG RAMP UP MS/STEP
< 6 8 > JOG RAMP DOWN MS/STEP
< 6 6 > JOG MS AT MIN
Time
Figure 10-6 Effect of parameters on Jogging

 For example, if the speed is to ramp from 20 to 60, the speed increments in
40 steps. If <67> is set to 1 then the ramp will take 40ms. But if <67> is
set to 25 then the ramp will take (25/1000) x 40 = 1 second.
10.8 TESTS WITH MATERIAL
It is important to realise that there is no chance of making any product if the drive is
not under full control of the CTL-501 controller.
If full control over the speed, starting and stopping of the motor have been achieved,
load material into the machine and ensure that the measuring wheel will not be
damaged by the material on contact. Make any adjustments or modifications to
protect the measuring wheel immediately.
Now load material into the machine and ensure that the measuring wheel will not be
damaged by the material on contact. Make any adjustments or modifications to
protect the measuring wheel immediately.
A step-by-step checklist is provided for both stop-to-cut and slow-to-cut. Following this
sequence carefully will reduce the problems associated with tuning and will result in a
better-tuned machine.
10.8.1 STOP-TO-CUT
1. With material loaded past the shear. Verify that the wheel runs on the sheet in
accord with the suggestions.



2. Perform a Standing Cut by pressing MANUAL CUT.





3. Jog out about 2000 mm of material and press MANUAL CUT.
4. Follow the instructions for calibrating the wheel as described in Section 12.1.
Further calibration can be carried out later as required.
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5. Set the LENGTH TOLERANCE IN MM <50> to suit the required company
standards. Note that an unnecessarily small tolerance will simply reduce
productivity and excess hunting could cause product damage.



6. The value of JOG SPEED MIN <65> and JOG SPEED MAX <64> must be
temporarily adjusted to find the lowest value at which the material will move
forwards when JOG FORWARD is pressed.



7. Set CREEP SPEED 0-100 <61> to a value about 1 or 2 greater that the value that
<65> and <64> have just been set to. Note that this value may change when
different thicknesses or coatings are used in the machine. The value of <61>
must be set provide reliable operation at the lowest speed possible. Remember if
the value is too low, DRIVE STALL will be logged at <30>. If the creep speed is
too high, the machine may not be able to stop within tolerance. This will result in
frequent hunting.



8. Set <65> and <64> back to its original value.



9. Set CREEP DISTANCE IN MM <62> to 50 (This is a temporary value and must
be re-set later).



10. Set MIN MOVEMENT IN MM <63> to 10.



11. Following the instructions in Section 5, make a piece at 300mm long. If the
machine has some physical constraint that makes 300mm an unsuitable length to
run, then substitute a suitable short length. It is reasonable to expect that the
machine will hunt to find position. This test is to verify that the motor runs smoothly
at low speed.



12. Verify that the motor did not stall. If it did, increase <61> by 1, perform a manual
cut, then try again.



13. Verify that the motor was running at constant speed rather that jerkily just prior to
stopping. If not, increase <61> by 1 and try again.



14. Produce another 6 pieces at 300mm long. Again verify that the material moves
smoothly.



15. Transfer the current value of the forward pre-warn, LEARNF, found at <36> to
PREWARN COUNTS <79>.



16. Set CREEP DISTANCE IN MM <62> to 10.



17. Set DECEL RAMP IN MM <60> to 4000.



18. Produce a piece of length 2000mm. Observe the behaviour of the material. The
material accelerates quickly and then begins a long deceleration before steadily
travelling the last 10mm at the low speed that is set by <61>



19. This performance is most likely unsatisfactory because of the low throughput.
Reduce the value of Decel Ramp in mm <60> to say 2000. Run another piece
and observe the effect:
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The material will reach a higher speed than the previous test before it starts
to slow.
Deceleration occurs over a shorter distance.
If <60> is reduced substantially, the result with some motors is that there
can be such a large speed undershoot during deceleration that the drive
may in fact stop and then restart.
If <60> is reduced too far, the motor cannot slow the material enough and
the distance travelled at low speed will be reduced or will disappear entirely
resulting in an overshoot.

20. Continue to reduce <60> and produce product until an overshoot occurs.



21. Increase <60> and produce product until the distance travelled at low speed is
the same as the parameter setting of <62> (Creep Distance).



22. If the material does not achieve maximum speed before decelerating, continue
adjusting <60> after doubling the length of the product being made.



23. Increase <60> by 5 to 10% as a safety margin.



24. Now it is time to tune the CREEP DISTANCE IN MM <62>. Currently the speed
may be a little unstable when low speed is first reached. However the speed must
stabilise before point at which the drive is stopped. Verify this point.



25. Find a suitable value for <62>. Too large a value costs production time. Too small
a value causes instability and hunting for length which also takes time. It must be
remembered that many factors have an effect on the deceleration of a motor.
Thus there will be variations from one cycle to another. Therefore do not take
<62> to its minimum value immediately. Leave a safety margin. Once production
has been run for a while, it will be possible to see what variations can occur and
whether the value can be reduced without a resultant increase in hunting.



10.8.2 FLYING SHEAR
1) With material loaded past the shear, read the instructions in Section 7.3. Verify
that the wheel runs on the sheet in accord with the suggestions.



2) Ensure the shear limit switch is set up in accord with the information in section
10.7



3) Perform a Standing Cut by pressing MANUAL CUT.





4) Jog out about 2000 mm of material and press MANUAL CUT.
5) Follow the instructions for calibrating the wheel. Further calibration can be carried
out later as required.
6) Set LENGTH TOLERANCE IN MM <50> to 999.9. At this point it does not matter
how accurate the product length is - it is the repeatability that counts.



7) Set CREEP DISTANCE IN MM <62> to 500.
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8) Set DECEL RAMP IN MM <60> to 4000.



9) Set CREEP SPEED 0-100 <61> to 25.



10) Following the instructions in Section 5, to run a 1500mm piece. See whether the
material that is now protruding from the shear was damaged by the cut. If so,
reduce the Cut Speed <70> and make another piece.



11) Select <35> to get access to diagnostic information for setting up the flying shear
successfully. The diagnostic shows two values:
 the distance in mm that the material moved while the shear was dropping,
and
 the time in ms taken for the shear to drop



These values are updated whenever a cut occurs. The updated values should be
recorded along with the value of <61> that was used.
12) Run several more pieces, recording the mm and ms values for each piece.
13) Look at the variation between the mm values that have been recorded (not the
actual length of the pieces). If the variation is within the company’s specifications,
continue to the next step (unless you want to repeat the last step with a higher
value of <61>).




Check the variation in shear drop times. It is possible that a mechanical cause
(such as variable air pressure) is causing erratic drop times that will then affect the
repeatability of the cutting operation. Reduce <61> and go back to step 12.
14) Now it is time to make the deceleration livelier. Until this process is nearly
completed, it is not necessary to pay attention to the values at <34>.



The value of <60> will need to be decreased in order to find a value at which the
drive is still seen to be decelerating (to the speed for cutting <61>) within 500mm
of the cut point. It will probably be necessary to increase the length of the pieces
being made, as the sheet must reach maximum speed before deceleration for the
test to be valid.
15) Increase <60> by 10% and reduce <62> to the point where the pieces being
made are just achieving a stable speed before the cut occurs.



16) Again go back to recording the values at <35>. Run several pieces. If the
variation in the mm value is too great, experiment with increasing <62> or
decreasing <61>.



17) Set LENGTH TOLERANCE IN MM <50> to the company specification. This does
not affect the length of the pieces being made. It causes the CTL-501 to stop if a
piece is made out of tolerance and it warns the operator through the fault log
<30>.



18) Now it is time to look at the actual lengths being made. Check the calibration. If
necessary recalibrate as described in Section 12.
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19) Run a few pieces to ensure that the lengths are in tolerance. If not, go back to the
appropriate step.



20) Copy the value of LEARNF in <36> to PRE-WARN COUNTS <79>. Note that if
<61> is changed at any future time, then <79> will again need updating with
LEARNF after the product length has settled down. NB: This is a very important
step and will assist in eliminating the error normally experienced with the FIRST
cut after a standing cut being SHORT.



10.9 FAULT FINDING
It is intended in this manual to address the fault finding associated with Cut-to-Length
problems in particular. The normal operation of the equipment such as the drive and
the shear is not covered in detail, however by reference to the circuit diagram and by
normal electrical techniques, problems in this area should not be difficult to identify.
It is important to utilise the LED indicators available at the relay outputs and inputs,
the ability to toggle the outputs under keypad control and read the inputs on the
screen in conjunction with the normal fault finding techniques to correctly trouble
shoot the external equipment.
As a general rule however it is well worth while to check that the various power
supplies are functioning correctly. To do this, follow the circuit diagram and test the
voltage at various points on the circuit board system.
Check the attachment of the various plugs and cables to ensure that:
 the connectors have not come loose
 a cable has not been cut, or
 the connectors and plugs do not have a short circuit..
If the system "hangs" the only solution is to turn off all power, wait for thirty seconds
before restoring power. This situation will usually be caused by electrical noise. To
identify the source of the problem will require that a methodical process of elimination
be followed. Note however that motor contactors (even in neighbouring machines)
can generate electrical noise, which is capable of causing the problem.

11 COMMUNICATIONS
The CTL501 can communicate with a PC via a serial link. This link may be an USB
link or a CAN BUS link.

12 MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING
12.1 CALIBRATION OF MEASURING WHEEL
The correct set-up, adjustment and calibration of the measuring wheel system is
unquestionably the most important requirement to ensure that satisfactory results
will be achieved. The length of product should be checked regularly and after each
coil change.
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Prior to carrying out the re-calibration of the wheel it is strongly recommended
that the mechanical integrity of the measuring wheel and sprung support be
checked to ensure that no problem exists in this area.

Experience has shown that the following are common causes of measuring
inaccuracy:






Spring loading system not properly in place or not moving freely.
Measuring wheel not firmly attached to the shaft of the encoder support assembly.
Wheel support system not moving freely.
Build-up of dirt or tape on the wheel.
Wheel slipping on the feed material.
Wheel not in full line contact with the feed material (i.e., shaft not parallel to
product.)
 Wheel "jumping" and moving due to vibrations when the shear operates.
Note: The measuring wheel must be observed very carefully during an actual metal
cutting operation to detect this problem.
If re-calibration of the wheel is carried out in the presence of mechanical faults
in the wheel mounting system the entire exercise will prove to be useless and
the results to be most unsatisfactory and confusing.
It is important to note that changes to surface finish of the material can effect the
calibration of the wheel. This problem applies to all measuring systems of this type.
The only practical solution is to provide a simple, fast, user friendly and accurate
technique to re-calibrate the system, such as is provided on the Pegasus CTL-501
controller.
An accumulation of zinc to a thickness of 0.05mm on the wheel will generate an
error of 15mm over a 10 metre long piece.
Calibration errors and errors due to surface finish or wheel slip will be proportional to
the length which is cut, eg, an error of 2mm on a 3 metre length will become a 10mm
error on a 15 metre long piece. If the error is not proportional to the length the
problem is most certainly not related to the calibration factor and the fault must be
identified in other areas. Experience has identified slippage, which is proportional to
length. This can be most confusing and misleading should the circumstance arise.
The wheel may be calibrated at any time after a length has been cut. The
recalibration process can be carried out while the machine is running, however, it is
strongly advised to stop the machine after a cut (ie press STOP) and measure the
piece which was cut last.
The default factory setting for calibration is for a resolution of 0.1 mm or 1000000
counts per hundred metres. (Note that this system produces 4 counts per encoder
channel count so a 500 pulse per revolution (ppr) encoder will produce 2000 counts
per revolution in this system.
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For commissioning purposes it is wise to start with short pieces and advance to longer
lengths to avoid product wastage. The longer pieces will ultimately provide more
accurate calibration.
All measurements must be carried out carefully using a good quality tape.
Note: A steel tape at lengths of +10 metres requires a pull of about 45 Newtons (9 lbf)
to measure a length CORRECTLY!!!! A difference in the measured lengths up to
3mm between no pull and a 45 Newton pull will be observed for a 12 metre length
using some tapes. Some fibreglass tapes are designed to be used with NO applied
tension. It is therefore imperative that the measuring tape is used correctly and in
accordance with the manufacturers’ specifications.
It is good practice to check a few lengths and record the results before re-calibrating
the wheel. Make a note of the length that the CTL-501 claims to have made against
the actual measured length for each piece. The claimed length will be seen in <34>.
If major length variations (greater than the preset tolerance) are observed in pieces
which should be of the same length, re-calibration will not solve the problem and will
lead to confusion. The only solution is to locate the source of the error. Only when
the length variation is within tolerance should calibration be attempted.
The operation of the entire encoder system can be checked in the test mode as
described in the “TEST I/O - Encoder" section 10.4

13 CUT-OFF WARNING
The CTL-501 controller software will automatically stop near the end of a cutting list
and prompt the operator to cut the coil, if no more material is to be run from the coil
loaded on the machine.
This feature is controlled by Parameter <80> CUTOFF TO SHEAR IN MM.
On some machines this feature is not required. In that case turn the warning function
off by setting the value of the parameter to “Zero” (0).
When the parameter is set to a value other than 0, (say 9250), the machine will
behave as follows:
If the cutting list contains MORE THAN 9250mm of material to be run, the cutting list
can be run normally until there is 9250mm of material left in the cutting list, yet to run.
The controller will stop at the EXACT position 9250mm from THE END OF THE
CUTTING LIST.
The End/Fault light will FLASH.
If <30> is used at this time the screen will show:This is a symbolic representation of “Cut Off” or “Tear Along the Dotted Line”.
The operator can now CHOOSE to cut the coil (or not). If there is no more material to
be run from the coil, cutting off will minimise the wastage in the machine. When the
parameter is set to the correct value, there will be enough material remaining in the
machine to complete the work in the cutting list.
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Each roll former must be reviewed to ensure that this parameter is set correctly to suit
the operation. The parameter relates the position at which the coil will be cut, to the
amount REMAINING to be made from the cutting list. {The parameter is NOT really
the length of machine!!!! It is the distance from the END of cutting list at which the
controller will stop and give the warning.}
NB: Care must be exercised to ensure that items made by performing manual cuts
are correctly logged off the cutting list by using <44>. If this is not done, the items will
be made when the NEXT COILS is loaded (unless deleted manually from the cut list).
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ENTERING
BATCHES/JOBS
 Press [Fn] [1]
 Enter Qty
 Press [

] (Double Headed Arrow)

 Enter Length

(if Punching required refer to further

instructions)

 Press [ ] (Down Arrow)
 Enter next batch if needed
 Press [Fn] [0]
 Press [Start]
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CALIBRATION
 Measure the length of last piece

 Press [Fn] [34] Check screen
 If [Last Cut] is different to length of
measured piece
 Use numeric keys to enter value
eg(1234.5mm=12345)

 Press [ ]

(Down Arrow)

 Press [1] to confirm recalibration
 Press [2] to cancel recalibration
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FOR PUNCHING JOBS
 Enter qty and length
 Press
It will then say [No
Punch Details]
 Press [Insert] to enter punch details
 Enter Punch No. (This should generally always be 1)
 Press [

]

(Double Headed Arrow)

 Enter punch position
 Press [ ]
 Repeat for multiple punches or press
 Press

[Fn][0]

 Press [Start]
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DIAGNOSTICS =
MANUAL MODE
FUNCTION:

Press:

[Fn] [38]

7 = FWD

(Forward – Reverse)

0 = STP

[Fn] [39]

0 = OV

(Analogue Speed)

50 = 5V
100 = 10V

[Fn] [40]

7 = Dn

(Shear)

9 = Up

[Fn] [41]
(Punch)

No. 1-6 Select Punch
7 = Dn
9 = Up
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14 FUNCTION SUMMARY
<0>
<1>
<2>
<30>
<31>
<32>
<33>
<34>
<35>

<36>
<37>

<38>

<39>
<40>

<41>

<42>
<43>
<44>
<45>
<46>
<47>
<48>

View the first line of the cutting list
View the last line of the cutting list
Completed Jobs (If the controller has EEPROMs fitted)
Otherwise the message LOG UNAVAILABLE is displayed.
Fault Log - Shows current fault
Shows counts moved since last cut
eg COUNTS= 1234
Show mm moved since last cut eg MM=
123.4
Show next operation to be performed.
Eg
<33>CUT@
1000.0
<33>P 3@
573.1
Shows last cut, permits recalibration of encoder wheel
eg LAST CUT =
2000.3
Shows the last drop time of the shear or a punch.
eg MS DROP
305
For flying cut only, this displays alternates with mm of material travel
during shear drop time.
eg MM DROP 10.5
Learnt value of stopping distance of drive
LEARNF = xxxxx
(Forward direction)
LEARNR = xxxxx
(Reverse direction)
Shows jogging status
JOG
= OFF
JOG
= REV
JOG
= FWD
Except when the machine is running automatically and shows
AUTO RUNNING
Shows motor status and diagnostic control of the motor
7=FWD
DIRN=STP
9=REV
DIRN=FWD
0=STP
Shows speed and permits diagnostic speed setting
eg SPEED = 100 (Range: -100 to 0 to +100)
Shear status and diagnostic
7 = ON SHR = OFF UP
or
or
or
9 = OFF
ON DN
Punch status and diagnostic
7 = ON P 1 = OFF UP
or
P 2=
or
or
9 = OFF P 3 = ON
DN
P 4=
N/A
P 5=
N/A
P 6=
N/A
SPEED TUNING - UNAVAILABLE
Used to save a job to library. Only available when <93> set to 2.
SAVE AS 0 (Number represents library job number)
Allows pieces cut off with the MANUAL CUT button to be logged:
CUT+LOGnnnnn
or CUT+LOG OFF
Not Used
PLC ON – For factory use only
Not Used
Input / Output scan time in microseconds
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<49>

EDIT OFF
EDIT ON (Password 123456 - Allows Parameters to Be Changed)
<50> - <99> - Parameters

15 PARAMETER SUMMARY
Range
<50> LENGTH TOLERANCE IN MM
<51> PUNCH TOLERANCE IN MM
<52> MM TO ADJUST LENGTH
<53> SLUG WIDTH IN MM
<54> P1 to SHEAR IN MM
<55> P2 to SHEAR IN MM
<56> P3 to SHEAR IN MM
<57> P4 to SHEAR IN MM
<58> P5 to SHEAR IN MM
<59> P6 to SHEAR IN MM
<60> DECEL RAMP IN MM
<61> CREEP SPEED 0-100
<62> CREEP DISTANCE IN MM
<63> MIN MOVEMENT IN MM
<64> JOG SPEED MAX
<65> JOG SPEED MIN
<66> JOG MS AT MIN
<67> JOG RAMP UP MS/STEP
<68> JOG RAMP DOWN MS/STEP
<69> MS STOP TIME
<70> MS CUT DOWN
<71> MS CUT UP
<72> MS PUNCH DOWN
<73> MS PUNCH UP
<74> MS CUT/PUNCH TIMEOUT
<75> MAX REVERSE IN MM
<76> NUMBER OF PUNCHES
<77> MS STALL TIME
<78> MS STOP FAIL TIME
<79> PREWARN COUNTS
<80> CUTOFF TO SHEAR IN MM
<81> SPEED LIMIT 0-100
<82> PAGES PER LIB ENTRY
<83> - <89> Not Used
<90> P1 IS A TRIGGER
<91> PRENOTCH PUNCH
<92> NODE
<93> 0=LOG 1=LIB 2=LIB+EDIT
<94> BULK MODE
<95> CUT WITH DRIVE ON
<96> FWD HUNT ONLY
<97> STOP TO CUT

Factory
Default

Current Value

0.0 to 999.9
20.0
0.0 to 999.9
20.0
-999.9 to 999.9
0.0
0.0 to 999.9
0.0
0.0 to 19999.9
0.0
0.0 to 19999.9
0.0
0.0 to 19999.9
0.0
0.0 to 19999.9
0.0
0.0 to 19999.9
0.0
0.0 to 19999.9
0.0
0 to 9999
300
0 to 100
40
0 to 999
20
0 to 999
50
0 to 100
100
0 to 100
0
0 to 9999
0
0 to 100
10
0 to 100
10
0 to 9999
300
0 to 9999
250
0 to 9999
250
0 to 9999
250
0 to 9999
250
0 to 9999
1000
0 to 999
100
0 to 6
0
0 to 9999
1000
0 to 9999
1000
0 to 299999
0
0 to 199999 10000
0 to 100
100
1 to 32
4
0 to 1 (0=N, 1=Y)
0 to 6 (0=N, 1=Y)
0 to 31
0 to 2
0 to 1 (0=N, 1=Y)
0 to 1 (0=N, 1=Y)
0 to 1 (0=N, 1=Y)
0 to 1

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

(0=Flying Shear, 1=Stop-To-Cut)

<98> 0 = UNI 1 = BI-POLAR
<99> 0=FACTORY DEFAULTS

0 to 1
0 to 1 (0=Y, 1=N)
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16 HOW TO SET UP CTL-501 GUIDELINES
Set acceleration in drive: 2sec
Set deceleration in drive: 0.1sec
CTL-501 Shear Times
Press manual cut, if shear does not cut through increase <FN 69> for longer
downtime.
(Generally), Set the uptime <FN 70> the same as down. If fault light appears, view
fault <FN 30> and rectify.
<shear not up> Input not on.
<shear not dn> Input not toggling
Be sure to set <FN 7> shear / punch timeout to a value long enough to allow a
complete cycle.
Set Positioning Parameters
<FN 49>: 123456 Edit ON
<FN 60>: Set as a conservative distance, 500-1000. Reduce once running
<FN 61>: Creep distance. Set for most machines to 2mm – 3mm
Set Creep Speed
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Go to <FN 39>
Set nominal speed i.e. (10)
Go to <FN 38>
NOTE: 7 = Forward ; 0 = Stop ; 9 = Reverse
Set machine forward by pushing 7
If machine moves forward push 0
Reduce value in <FN 39>
Continue steps 4 through 6 until machine no longer moves
Increase value in <FN 39> in small increments
Set <FN 38> to 7 and watch if the material runs forward. Set <FN 38> to 0
Repeat steps 8 and 9 until you get the slowest creep speed that will smoothly
move the material.
11) When the creep speed is satisfactory transfer that value of <FN 39> to <FN
61>.
Set Slug Width
1) Go to <FN 53> enter the width of the slug
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Calibrate Machine
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Reset safety circuit
Push the manual cut button.
NOTE: the value in <FN 32> should be – (slug width) after a manual cut is
made.
Jog material forward 1-2metres (longer moves will produce more accurate
results)
Press manual cut
Measure length of material
Go to <FN 34> enter measured length. Press ↓ ‘1’ to accept, ‘0’ to reject the
recalibration. Repeat as necessary.
Run piece in automatic procedure
Check length / calibrate
If hunting increase <FN 60> (deceleration ramp), increase <FN 50>
(tolerance)

10) After several pieces have been cut correctly, go to <FN 36>, etc
11) Go to <FN 36> and read the value learn forward
12) Go to <FN 49> and enter pass number 123456. Screen should now display
“EDIT ON”
13) Go to <FN 79> and enter the value of learn forward into pre-warn
14) Go to <FN 32>
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INDEX

Faults, 5, 18, 19, 42
Cut Down Fail, 5, 18
Cut Up Fail, 5, 18
Drive Fault, 5, 17
Drive Stall, 5, 9, 31
No Faults, 5
Out of Tolerance, 33
Punch not Up, 5
Shear not Up, 5, 18
Stop not Detected, 8
Too far back, 5
Too Far Back, 13
Maximum motor speed, 28
Minimum motor speed, 29
Parameters
Bulk mode <94>, 9, 43
Creep distance in mm <60>, 13, 14, 16,
31, 32, 33, 43
Creep speed 0-255 <59>, 9, 13, 14, 16,
31, 33, 34, 43
Cut with drive on <95>, 19, 43
Cutoff to shear in mm <77>, 43
Deceleration ramp in mm <58>, 13, 14, 16,
31, 32, 33, 43
Drive polarity <98>, 19, 20, 43
Factory defaults <99>, 10, 25, 43
Forward hunting only <96>, 10, 43
Jog ms as minimum <64>, 29, 43
Jog ramp down ms per step <66>, 8, 19,
29, 43
Jog ramp up ms per step <65>, 29, 30, 43
Jog speed maximum <62>, 19, 29, 43

Jog speed minimum <63>, 29, 31, 43
Length tolerance in mm <50>, 31
Length tolerance in mm <50>, 12, 13, 14
Length tolerance in mm <50>, 32
Length tolerance in mm <50>, 33
Length tolerance in mm <50>, 43
Library size <93>, 43
Maximum reverse in mm <73>, 5, 13, 43
Minimum movement in mm <61>, 15, 31,
43
mm to Adjust length <52>, 12, 13, 14, 43
ms Cut down <68>, 18, 19, 25, 26, 27, 43
ms Cut up <69>, 16, 18, 25, 26, 27, 43
ms Cut/Punch timeout <72>, 27, 43
ms Punch down <68>, 43
ms Punch up <69>, 43
ms Stall time <75>, 8, 9, 43
ms Stop fail time <76>, 8, 43
ms Stop time <67>, 8, 43
Node <92>, 43
Number of punches <74>, 18, 43
P1 to shear in mm <54>, 43
P2 to shear in mm <55>, 43
P3 to shear in mm <56>, 43
P4 to shear in mm <57>, 43
P5 to shear in mm <58>, 43
P6 to shear in mm <59>, 43
Prewarn counts <77>, 13, 14, 31, 34, 43
Punch tolerance in mm <51>, 43
Slug width in mm <53>, 9, 43
Rotary Encoder
24VDC Connection, 23
Non-24VDC Connection, 23
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